DATE: August 29, 2000

MACHINE: Super B and Super B-2 Spike Driver
Model 44 Spike Driver
Hydra-Hammer Model A, B and B-2 Spike Driver
Anchor Applicator Model E
Anchor Remover
Grabber Spike Puller (3” Axle Only)

SERIAL NUMBER(S): Super B & B-2, Model 44 and Hydra-Hammer Spike Drivers – All
Anchor Remover – All
Anchor Applicator Model E – All
Grabber – s/n 330497-330498, 330509-330510, 330513-330514, 330517-330518, 330523-330530, 330535 (CP Machines Only)

SUBJECT: Split Axle Sprocket – 3” Diameter Internal Drive Axles

A split axle sprocket is now available for these machines to replace the one-piece solid sprocket previously used. The split sprocket will allow quick replacement of the sprocket without removing the wheels and bearings from the axle.

The Spike Drivers, Anchor Remover and Anchor Applicator will use 28-tooth split sprocket p/n 75120399. This will replace the one-piece sprocket, p/n 75120400, and taper lock bushing, p/n 73040370.

The Grabber will use 20-tooth split sprocket, p/n 75100371. This will replace the one-piece sprocket, p/n 75120370, and taper lock bushing, p/n 73044300.

The following replacement axle assemblies have also been changed to incorporate the split sprocket:

Super B & B-2, Model 44 and Hydra-Hammer Spike Drivers, Anchor Remover, Anchor Applicator Model E

96350425 Insulated with 28-tooth sprocket, p/n 75120399, and Delrin (white) insulating wheel bushings.
96350592 Insulated with 28-tooth sprocket, p/n 75120399, and phenolic (brown) insulating wheel bushings.
96350436 Non-insulated with 28-tooth sprocket, p/n 75210399.
Grabber Spike Puller

96330644 Insulated with 20-tooth sprocket, p/n 75100371, and Delrin (white) insulating wheel bushings.

Any orders for solid sprocket 75120400 will be replaced with split sprocket 75120399.

Any orders for solid sprocket 75120370 will be replaced with split sprocket 75100371.

For additional information, please contact the NORDCO Parts Department at 1-800-647-1724.